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Abstract-Maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding often reduces to
solving an integer least-squares problem, which is NP hard in the
worst-case. On the other hand, it has recently been shown that,
over a wide range of dimensions and signal-to-noise ratios (SNR),
the sphere decoding algorithm finds the exact solution with an ex-
pected complexity that is roughly cubic in the dimension of the
problem. However, the computational complexity of sphere de-
coding becomes prohibitive if the SNR is too low and/or if the
dimension of the problem is too large. In this paper, we target
these two regimes and attempt to find faster algorithms by prun-
ing the search tree beyond what is done in the standard sphere
decoder. The search tree is pruned by computing lower bounds on
the possible optimal solution as we proceed to go down the tree.
Using ideas from H' estimation theory, we have developed a gen-
eral framework to compute the lower bound on the integer least-
squares. Several special cases of lower bounds were derived from
this general framework. Clearly, the tighter the lower bound, the
more branches can be eliminated from the tree. However, finding
a tight lower bound requires significant computational effort that
might diminish the savings obtained by additional pruning. In this
paper, we propose the use of a lower bound which can be com-
puted with only linear complexity. Its use for tree pruning results
in significantly speeding up the basic sphere decoding algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are interested in solving exactly the follow-
ing problem
ini x - Hsfl2, (1)
where x e JZm, H c iZr m and D refers to some subset of the
integer lattice Z'm. The main idea of the sphere decoder algo-
rithm [1] for solving the previous problem is based on finding
all points s such that llx - Hsfl2 lies within some adequately
chosen radius d, i.e., on finding all s such that
d2> llx-Hsl2 (2)
and then choosing the one that minimizes the objective func-
tion. Using the QR-decomposition H = QR, with Q unitary
and R upper triangular, we can reformulate (2) as
d2> Ily-RsI, (3)
where we have defined y Q*x.
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Now using the upper-triangular property of R, (3) can be fur-
ther rewritten as
d2 > lYk:m - Rk:mm,,k:mSk:mH
+ ||Y:k-1 - Rl:k-1,1:k-lSl:k-1 - Rj:k_1,k:rnSk:mfl , (4)
for any 2 < k < m, where the subscripts determine the entries
the various vectors and matrices run over. A necessary condi-
tion for (3) can therefore be obtained by omitting the second
term on the RHS of the above expression to yield
d > ||Yk:m - Rk:m,k:mSk:m - (5)
The sphere decoder finds all points s in (2) by proceeding
inductively on (5), starting from k = m and proceeding to k =
1. In other words for k = m, it determines all one-dimensional
lattice points sm such that
d2 > (Ym- Rm,rmsm)2,
and then for each such one-dimensional lattice point s. deter-
mines all possible values for smn1 such that
d2 > Ylym-:m - Rm-i:m.m-i:mSm-:mH12
(Ym- Rm,mSm)2
+ (Ym-l -Rm- ,._js. - Rm I mSm)2
This gives all possible two-dimensional lattice points and one
then proceeds in a similar fashion until k = 1. The sphere de-
coder thus generates a tree, where the branches at the m-k+lth
level of the tree correspond to all m - k + 1-dimensional lattice
points satisfying (5). In this manner at the bottom of the tree
(the m-th level) all points satisfying (2) are found. (For more
details on the sphere decoder and for an explicit description of
the algorithm the reader may refer to [1], [8], [3].)
The computational complexity of the sphere decoder depends
on how d is chosen. In communications we usually can assume
x = Hs + w, (6)
where the entries ofw are independent J/(O, au2) random vari-
ables. In [3] it is shown that, if the radius is chosen appro-
priately based on the statistical characteristics of the noise w,
then over a wide range of SNRs and problem dimensions the
expected complexity of the sphere decoder is roughly cubic.
The above assertion unfortunately fails and the computa-
tional complexity becomes increasingly prohibitive if the SNR
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is too low and/or if the dimension of the problem is too large.
Increasing the dimension of the problem clearly is useful.
Moreover, the use of the sphere decoder in low SNR situations
is also important when one is interested in obtaining soft infor-
mation to pass onto an iterative decoder (see, e.g., [6], [51). To
reduce the computational complexity one approach is to resort
to suboptimal methods based either on heuristics (see, e.g., [4])
or some form of statistical pruning (see [71).
In this paper, we attempt to reduce the computational com-
plexity of the sphere decoder while still finding the exact so-
lution. Let us surmise on how this may be done. As men-
tioned above, the sphere decoder generates a tree whose number
of branches at each level corresponds to the number of lattice
points satisfying (5). Clearly, the complexity of the algorithm
depends on the size of this tree since each branch in the tree is
visited and appropriate computations are then performed. Thus,
one approach would be to reduce the size of the tree beyond that
which is suggested by (5). To do so, suppose that we had some
way of computing a lower bound on the optimal value of the
second term of the RHS of (4):
LB = LB(yl:kl1, R1:k_1,1:m7 Sk:m) .
min IIYt:k-1 - k-1j:k-Sl1:kl-1:-1 k-l:k:mSk:m 112SOLEl CZk0-1
where we have emphasized the fact that the lower bound is a
function Of Y1:k-1, Rl:k-1,1:m, and Skim. Provided our lower
bound is nontrivial, i.e., LB > 0, then we can replace (5) by I
d2
-
LB > IIYk:m - Rk:m,ki:mSk:m 112_ (7)
This is certainly a more restricted condition than (5) and so will
lead to the elimination of more points from the tree. Note that
(7) will not result in missing any lattice points from (2) since
we have used a lower bound for the remainder of the cost in
(4). Assuming that we have some way of computing a lower
bound, we state the modification of the standard sphere decoder
algorithm based on the use of (7) with LB > 0. The algorithm
uses S-E strategy with the radius update.
Input: Q, R, X, y = Q*x, d =dlli:i =1
1. Set k=m, d. - d2, Ym.Im+± = Ym
2. (Bounds for Sk) Set ubQSk) = I d2 / _ f_Yk- Ik+-1k
. ~/,12 t 2 -425-,,
lb(Sk) [k.VutuU1Yk+± ik
lb(Sk)+ub(Sk)+lJ Uk = |k + 1
3. (Zig-zag through Sk)
if Ilk 0O, Sk - lk, Ik Ik - 1, Ilk 1, otherwise
Sk -Uk Uk-k k ± 1, lk 0.-
If lbo(sk.) . Sk . u,b(skc),go to 4, else go to 5.
4. if LB + (Yklki -rk,kSk)2-dk +(d2-d2) > 0 g to
3, else go to 6.
5. (Increase k) k k + 1; if k = m + 1 terminate algorithm,
else go to 3.
6. (Decrease k) If k = I go to 7. Else k k-i,
YkIk+1 = Yk -ZL=k+1 rk,JSj, dk k (k+lfk-2-
k+1,k+lSk+1)2, and go to 2.
'LB = 0, of course, simply corresponds to the standard sphere decoder.
7. Solution found. Save s and its distance from x, d- -
d2 + (y, -_r1,1s1)2, and go to 3.
Now clearly, the tighter the lower bound LB, the more points
that will be pruned from the tree. Of course, we cannot hope
to find the optimal lower bound since this requires solving an
integer least-squares problem (which was our original problem
to begin with). Therefore in what follows we shall consider
obtaining lower bounds on the integer least-squares problem
rnin11 ZI:k-lk1 R1:k-1,:k-ISI:k-1 2 (8)
Sl:k- IEDC k-1
where we have defined ZI:k-1 = Ylk-1 - Rj:k-1,k:mSk:m.
Before proceeding any further, however, we note that find-
ing a lower bound on (8) requires some computational effort.
Therefore, it is a natural question to ask whether the benefits of
additional pruning outweigh the additional complexity incurred
by computing a lower bound. An even more basic question per-
haps, is what are the potential pruning capabilities of the lower
bounding technique which we use to modify the sphere decod-
ing algorithm. To illustrate this consider the lower bound on
(8) that has been proposed in [9], which is based on duality and
may be stated as
LBSDP = max Tr(A)
subject to Q >- A, A is diagonal, (9)
where
Q=[4RTk-l,l:k-l1 2:1k:k1 -R -11:k-lZl:k-1 12Z1
_TRl:k-1,1:k-1 Z1_ZlT:kT 1
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Fig. 1. Comparison of number of points per level in search tree, m = 100,
snr-lOdB,D = {- I}k-1
Figure I compares the number of points on each level of the
search tree visited by the basic sphere decoding algorithm with
the corresponding number of points visited by the sphere de-
coding algorithm which employs a lower bound LBSDP of (9).
We refer to the former as the SD-algorithm and to the latter
as the SDSDP-algorithm. As evident from Figure 1, the num-
ber of points in the search tree visited by the SDSDP-algorithm
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is several orders of magnitude smaller than that visited by the
SD-algorithm. [The additional pruning of the search tree nodes
varies across the tree levels. The total number of the points
visited by the SDSDP-algorithm is roughly 105 times smaller
than that visited by the SD-algorithm.] Therefore, a good lower
bound can help prune the tree much more efficiently than the
standard sphere decoding alone. However, computing LBSDP
requires solving an SDP per each point in the search tree. Since
this requires computational effort roughly cubic in k, the total
flop count savings are not as significant as the savings in the
number of examined tree points shown in Figure 1. Therefore,
there is merit in searching for lower bounds that may not be as
tight as (9), but which require significantly lower computational
effort.
In this paper, we deduce such a lower bound as a special case
of a general family of bounds on integer least-squares problems
that was developed in [10] using ideas from H' estimation
theory. We show that the effort required to compute the bound is
linear in k. We demonstrate that, when employed for additional
pruning in sphere decoding, the newly proposed bound provides
significant flop count savings.
II. H BASED LOWER BOUND
In this section, we derive the lower bound LB in (7) based
on H' theory. To simplify notation, we rewrite (8) as
min Ilb - Lall2, (10)
aCDCZk-1
where a = Sl:k-1, b = Z1:k-1, and L = R1:k-1,1:k-1-
Consider an estimation problem where a and b - La are
unknown vectors, b is the observation, and the quantities we
want to estimate are a and b. In the H' framework, the goal
is to construct estimators a f, (b) and b f2(b), such that
for some given ay and diagonal matrix D > 0, we have
Ila-_Il2+llb-bll2 < (11)
a*Da±+ lb-Lall2
for all a and b (see, e.g., [11]).
Obtaining the desired lower bound from ( 11) is now straight-
forward. Note that for all a and b we can now write
Ilb - Lall2 > -2 (Ila -_ l2 + Ilb -b112) - a*Da, (12)
and, in particular,
mmin lb-Lal12 > min (y-21la - l2-a*Da)+-Y-21 b-bl12.aED aED
(13)
Note that the minimization on the RHS of (13) is straightfor-
ward since it can be done componentwise. Thus, for any H°°
estimators, a = f1 (b) and b = f2(b), (13) provides a readily
computable lower bound. The issue, of course, is to obtain the
best ai and b (and D and -y). To this end, let us assume that the
estimators are linear, i.e., a = K1b and b = K2b for matrices
K, and K2 of the appropriate size. Introducing c bED L1
adT(I-KIL)D-1/2 I-K we have from(12bthat
andT-
-M]we have from (12) that
for all c it must hold that
c*T*Tc < -y2c*Ic,
(see [11]). Since T is square, this implies either of the equiva-
lent inequalities
TT* < -y2I or T*T < _y2I. (14)
The tighter the bound in (14), the tighter will be the bound in
(13). Hence we will attempt to choose K1 and K2 to make
y-2TT* as close to identity as possible.
To this end post multiply
T [LDX2 I] K[K] [LD- 1/2 [],
with the unitary matrix
K-DYbv-1
1L-/2,7-1
D-1/2L*A-*
A-* I
where D-l/2L*LD-l/2 + I - V*V and LD-lL* + I =
AA*, to obtain
T =[A B] (15)
where A = D-1/2V-', B = D-lL*A-* - K , and C
(I - K2)A. Thus TT* < ry2j leads to
EAA* + BB* BC* <02I
CB* CC* - (16)
Note that we have many degrees of freedom to choose from.
The point is to make judicious choices. To simplify things, let
us choose K2 such that CC* =y2I for some 0 < -Y, < -y. To
make half the eigenvalues of
-y2TT* unity, we can now set the
Schur complement of the (2, 2) entry to zero, i.e.,
AA* + BB* - y2 - BC* (CC* - y2I)-lCB* 0 . (17)
Using CC* = C*C = 2y'I, it easily follows that
BB*= (1 -)Q.y2AA*).
This implies that we should choose K1 according to
K1 = D-lL*(LD-lL* + I)-'_B- -'. (18)
From the (1,1) entry of (16) we must have
Y2I (AA* + BB*) > 0,
or in other words
2 1
Amin(D + L*L)
We can put everything together in the following theorem:
Theorem 1: Consider the integer least-squares problem (10).
Then for any a > (D+L*L) 0 < 7 < 7, and any matrices
D, B, and A\ satisfying AA* = I + LD-lL* and BB* -
( -2 _(7I(D + L*L) - 1)
min lb-Lall2 > min
-21la- D-L*(LD-lL* + I)-1b
aED aED
± BA-'b12-~a*Da±+ kIIAlbhI12.
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Proof: Follows from the previous discussion, noting that
ilb - l112 = 11(l - K2)bl12 = IICA-1bl12 721IA-lbl12
and
AA* = (D + L*L)-1.
The above Theorem can be written as follows.
Corollary 1: Consider the setting of the Theorem 1. Then
min llb-Lal 2 > min-2l1a- D-L*(LD-'L* +I)-'b
aEtD a ED
+ Bl 2-a*Da + 11X112 (19)
where B is the unique symmetric square root of (1- ) (y2-
(D+ L*L)- 1) and 0 is any vector of the squared length b* (I+
LD-lL*)-lb.
It should be noted that we have several degrees of freedom
in choosing the parameters (11, , D, q) to tighten the bound in
(19) as much as possible. Optimizing simultaneously over all
these parameters appears to be rather difficult. However, we can
simplify the problem and let
-yl --+ -. This has two benefits: it
maximizes the second term in (19) and it sets B = 0 so that
we need not worry about the vector Q. Finally, to maximize the
first term, we need to take -y as its smallest value, i.e., we set
2 1
Amin(D + L*L)
This leads to the following result.
Corollary 2: Consider the setting of the Theorem 1. Then
min lb - Lall2 .> min(Arni (D + L*L) a-
aeD aWzD
D-lL*(LD-lL*+I)-lbI 12-a*Da)+b* (I+LDlL*) lb.
(20)
In [10], we use (20) to deduce several special cases of lower
bounds. In particular, appropriate choices of the parameters in
(20) lead to bounds which correspond to spherical and polytope
relaxations of the search space. As one might expect, the tighter
the bound, the more branches are eliminated from the search
tree; however, the greater the computational effort required to
find it. In fact, finding bounds that correspond to spherical and
polytope relaxations of the search space require computational
effort that is at least quadratic in k.
III. EIGEN-BOUND
In general, the lower bound in (20) still requires an optimiza-
tion over the diagonal matrix D > 0. A particular choice that
may be useful from a computational point of view is D = al,
for some a. However in this section we shall take the most
simple choice of D = 0. Although this may appear to yield too
loose a lower bound, it turns out that it still yields an algorithm
with improved flop count compared to the standard sphere de-
coder. The key observation is that, with D = 0, it is possible
to perform all the computations required at any point in the tree
in time that is linear in the dimension. (The standard sphere
decoder also requires a linear number of operations per point.)
For reasons to be made in a moment we will refer to this bound
as the eigen-bound.
When D = 0, (20) reduces to
LBeigb = Am,in(L*L) min Ila -L-bl 12.
aED) (21)
Clearly, since (21) is a special case of (20), it is a valid lower
bound on the integer least-squares problem (8). Note that it ap-
pears as if (21) may not be a good bound since Aftlin(L*L)
may become very small. However, since the minimization
lina1 D I a - L-1b112 in (21) is performed over integers, the
resulting bound turns out to be still sufficiently large to serve
our purposes (i.e., tree pruning in sphere decoding), especially
in the case of higher symbol constellations. Furthermore, we
will show that the additional computation that we need to per-
form to find LBeigb in a node at a level k in the search tree is
linear in k.
The key observation which enables efficient computation of
the lower bound LBeigb in (21) is that the value of the vector
L-tb can be propagated as the search progresses down in the
tree. Before proceeding any further, we will simplify the nota-
tion. First, we recall that
L Rl:k_1,t:k-I and
b ZI:k-1 = Y1:k-1 - Rl:k1,k:mSk:m.
Let us denote F1 k_,1lk1 R-1 l 1- and introduce
f(k-1) = L-1b = F1k1:kl1Zl:k-1k
= Fl:k-l,l:k-1(Y1:k-1 - Rl:k-l1k:mSk:m).
We wish to show that computation of the vector f(k-2), us-
ing the already calculated vector f(k-1), requires number of
operations that is linear in k. Now, introducing XI -
F1 k-2,1:k-2,X2 = Fl:k-2,1:k-l,X3 = Fk-l1l:k-1,X4
F1:k-2,k-1, X5 = Fk-l,k-1, we can write
f(k-1) F1k-1,k1 (Yl:k-1 - Rl:k-lk:mSk:m)
EX2Y1XI X41±Rlk-2Rk:km
XY1:1:J [ X-kk Skiny
LX3- L X5- L Rk jS,k:m
[X2Y1:k-1] X R I:k2,: + X4Rk_l,k:m]
XI(Yl:k-2 - Rl:k-2,k:'mSk:rm) + X4(Yk1 - Rk-I,k:rmSk:m)1
LXi(Yi k-2 - X3Y1:k-1 - X5Rk-l,k:'mSk:m J
(22)
From (22), we see that
f:k-21) XlYl:k-2 - XRl:k-2k:imSk:in + X4Yk-1
-X4Rk-l,k:mSk:m (23)
Similar to the way we expressed f(k-1) in (22), we can write
f(k-2) for a given k,
f(k-2) - X1(yI:k-2 - R1j:k2.k-1:mSk-I:m,)
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Using expressions (23) and (24), we can relate f(k-1) and
f(k-2) in the following manner,
f(k-2) f(kU F1k-2,k-1Rk-,k:mSk:m,
-F1:k2,k-1Yk-1 -F1 k2,l:k-2Rj:k-2,k-lSk-1 (25)
All operations in the recursion (25) are linear, except for the
matrix-vector multiplication F1:k2, 1:k-2R1:k-2,k-l which is
quadratic. However, this multiplication needs to be computed
only once for each level of the tree and the resulting term is
used for computing (25) in all points at a level which are vis-
ited by the algorithm. Therefore, this multiplication may be
treated as a part of pre-processing, i.e., we compute it for all k
before actually running the sphere decoding algorithm. Hence,
updating vector L-lb in the lower bound (21) requires a com-
putational effort that is linear in k. Furthermore, since it is done
component-wise, the minimization in (21) also has complexity
that is linear in k. Hence we conclude that the complexity of
computing the eigen-bound is linear in k.
Now we state the complete sphere decoding algorithm with
modification based on the use of the previously derived eigen-
bound.
Input: Q, R, x, y = Q*x, d = d, F R-1,
Ak =mnlineig(F~1Z1 1lkk 1F1k- 1,1:k-1),2 < k < m
FR1:k-l,k = F1:k1,1:k-lRl:k-l,k,2 < k < m,lll:m
01 m.
1. Setk=m, dm =d2,Yrmnm+l =Ym
2. (Bounds for s) Set ub(Sk) = L /d-(d2 -d2)+YkIk+
=rk, k
lb(Sk) ri i-d2Pe,
Llb(sk)+'ub(Sk)+ljIUk lk + 1
3. (Zig-zag through Sk)
if ilk °
Sk = 1k, Ik =k - 1, llk =1
else
Sk = Uk, 'Uk ='Uk + 1, llk = 0
end if
If lb(sk) < Sk < ub(sk), go to 4, else go to 5.
4. a) (Compute LB)
if k = m
fk-1 = Fl:k-1,1:k-l(Yl:k-1 -Rl:k-l,mSkSk:m)
else if < k < m
fk-1
= fi:k-1 + Fl:k-l,kRk,k+l:mSk+l:m
-Fl:k-l,kYk - FR1:k-l,kSk
end if
if k > 1 LB = Ak r1inaeD la- fk-l1I2 else LB = 0
b) ifLB + (Yklk+l -rk,ksk)2-d. + (d2 d2) > 0, go
to 3, else go to 6.
5. (Increase k) k = k + 1; if k = m + 1 terminate algorithm,
else go to 3.
6. (Decrease k) If k = I go to 7. Else k k- 1,
YkIk+1 = Yk -j=k+1 rkjsj, d d +1-(Yk+llk+2 -
rk+l,k+lSk+1)2, and go to 2.
7. Solution found. Save s and its distance from x, d
d2 + (Y1 ri,Is,)2, and go to 3.
A. Simulation results
We refer to the modification of the sphere decoding algorithm
which makes use of the lower bound LBeigb in (21) as EIGSD-
algorithm and study its expected computational complexity in
Figure 2. In particular, Figure 2 compares the expected com-
plexity of the EIGSD-algorithm to the expected complexity of
the standard sphere decoder algorithm (SD-algorithm). We em-
ploy the algorithms for detection in the multi-antenna commu-
nication system with 6 antennas, where the components of the
transmitted symbol vectors are points in a 256-QAM constella-
tion. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio in Figure 2 is defined as
snr = 101og10 2552 where j2 is the variance of each compo-
nent of the noise vector w. Both algorithms choose the initial
search radius statistically as in [3], and perform the Schnor-
Euchner search strategy updating the radius every time the bot-
tom of the tree is reached. As the simulation results in Fig-
ure 2 indicate, the EIGSD-algorithm runs more than 4.5 times
faster than the SD-algorithm. [Needless to say, the bit error-rate
performance of both algorithms coincide with the maximum-
likelihood.]
x lo' Flop count
1-.6
1.4 _
1.2
01 11
0.8 _
0.6 _
U.C
18 18.2 18.4 18.6 18.8 19 19.2 19.4 19.6 19.8 20
snr [dB8
Fig. 2. Eigen-bound, m = 12, D = {-2 X-231X X k2 1
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we attempted to improve the computational
complexity of sphere decoding in the regimes of low SNR
and/or high dimensions, by further pruning points from the
search tree. The main idea is based on computing a lower bound
on the remainder of the cost function as we descend down the
search tree (the standard sphere decoder simply uses a lower
bound of zero). If the sum of the current cost at a given node and
the lower bound on the remaining cost from that node exceeds
the cost of an already found solution, then that node (and all its
descendants) are pruned from the search tree. In this sense, we
are essentially using a "branch and bound" technique.
Adding a lower bound on the remainder of the cost function
has the potential to prune the search tree significantly more than
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the standard sphere decoder algorithm prunes. However, more
significant pruning of the search tree does not, in general, guar-
antee that the modified algorithm will perform faster than the
standard sphere decoder algorithm. This is due to the additional
computations required by the modified algorithm to find a lower
bound in each node of the search tree. Hence a natural conclu-
sion of our work; the lower bound on one hand has to be as tight
as possible in order to prune the search tree as much as possible,
and on the other hand it should be efficiently computable. Led
by these two main characteristics, in this paper we first discuss
a general framework for computing the desired lower bounds.
The framework is based on a connection, that we established,
between the H' estimation theory and the problem of bound-
ing the integer least-squares problem. Several special cases of
the lower bounds on the integer least-squares problem could be
deduced from this framework. Two of such bounds, which cor-
respond to relaxation of the search space to a sphere or a poly-
tope, were considered elsewhere. In this paper, another special
case which corresponds to a bound via smallest eigenvalue, is
proposed. The computation of the latter bound requires smaller
effort than any of the other, earlier considered, bounds.
Simulation results show that the modified sphere decoding
algorithm, incorporating the lower bound based on the small-
est eigenvalue, outperforms the basic sphere decoder algorithm.
This is not always the case with the aforementioned alternative
bounds, and is due to the efficient implementation which is only
linear in the dimension of the problem.
We should also point out that although we derive it in or-
der to improve the speed of the sphere decoder algorithm, the
lower bound on the integer least-squares problem is an interest-
ing result in itself. In particular, the proposed HI-estimation
approach provides a general framework for the efficient com-
putation of lower bounds on the difficult integer least-squares
problem and may find applications beyond the scope of the cur-
rent paper.
The results we present indicate potentially significant im-
provements in the speed of the sphere decoder algorithm. How-
ever, we should note that the proposed H'-estimation based
framework for bounding integer least-squares problem is only
partially utilized. In particular, there are several degrees of free-
dom in the general H'-based bound that are not exploited. In-
stead, a simple and not as tight as possible but computationally
efficient special case is used. It is certainly of interest to at-
tempt to exploit the previously mentioned degrees of freedom
and tighten the lower bound. If, in addition, this can be done
efficiently, it might even further improve the speed of the mod-
ified sphere decoding algorithm. We suspect that the choice of
D = al, for an appropriately chosen a > 0 should lead to
better results.
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